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New Facebook crowd in Pakistan courts controversy – Emrys
Schoemaker comments
Pakistan’s fast­growing Facebook crowd has become embroiled in a gay rights storm after
some  users  adopted  the  rainbow  profile  picture  without  fully  understanding  the
implications behind it.
With  millions  of  people  around  the  world  opting  to  customise  their  Facebook  profile  picture






Emrys Schoemaker,  a PhD  student  in  International  Development  researching  internet  usage  in
Pakistan, says that the relatively new status of social media in the country could have led people
to imitate the trend without fully understanding its meaning.




Emrys’  research, which  looks at how religious minorities construct  identity  through social media,













Failed coup in Burundi: what does it mean for the future of the country?
From ‘civil’ to ‘civic’ conflict? Violence and the city in ‘fragile states’
Is texting / Tweeting in lectures good for learning, or just a needless distraction?
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